BASHH Scientific Meeting
Royal Society Medicine, London
Friday 13th October 12.00-18.00

12.00 – 13.00  Registration

13.00 – 13.15  Experience of delivering Sex and Relationship education
   Kelly Walker-Reed

13.15 – 14.00  Loudmouth Education & Training present “Working for Marcus”
   An SRE programme for ages 13+ at KS3 & 4 level. Issues covered include child sexual
   exploitation, grooming, online safety, consent.

14.00 – 14.30  Using Safeguarding simulation to teach CSE
   Dr Jordan Ford and Dr Jessica Taylor

14.30 – 15.00  Sexual abuse in sport
   Alex Hepton Safeguarding coordinator for men’s football at Arsenal Football Club

15.00 – 15.30  Tea break

Medical Education

15.30 – 15.40  BASHH general meeting

15:40 – 16:00  Mr Peter Greenhouse HLF

16.00 – 16.20  Innovation in Medical Education
   Dr Nilani Uthayakumar & Dr Sophie Flavell

16:20 – 16:40  The Future of Postgraduate Medical Training
   Prof Sheona MacLeod

16:40 – 17.00  Finding the Silver lining in Workplace Based Assessments
   Dr Dason Evans

17.00 – 17.30  Advanced Nursing Accreditation
   Mary Dawood

17.30  Close